
Mr. Nark Lynch 
122 Maryland eve., NE 
Washington, D.C. 20002 

Dear Nark, 

5/20/8 

Thanki you very much for the forthrightness of your letter of the 1 A which, 
despite Eepreee Nail use, did not reach me until about 10:30 this 1a.m. Ifyou get 
a copy of the receipt I believe you'll be entitled to a refund because by regular 
first-class PS11 it should have reached me not later than the 18th. jetake it that 
your use of this means indicates a need for speed so I'll respond as rapidly as I 
can and will try to get soeething, perhaps not all, in tonight's mail by taking it 
into the post office. I may not able to respond in full before than because of 
things here. But I'll try. 

First, there is no real disagteement between us. There is but one thing on 
which I would like you to consider a different ieterpretatien than you give. It is 
of less immediacy so I'll get to it later. 

The messing up of this case is much worse than you perceive. I indicated ea* 
part of it earlier when I.told you that Jim had. agreed that I'd prepare thosgeffi-
davits and then he wouldttraw them all together in something he'd file. Be never did 
that, although I kept after him to, and that made me look very bed. But we did have 
brior agreement on that, other thaeis agreement to ey wordings. 	, 

I think there is somethine worse in his affidavit, rather not in it, and it 
is not really material whether it is his idea. or Hitchcock's. From Bitchcodas 
first draft, his effort to try his case or me, perhaps_ it is his, but Jim is no 
baby and he knows better. He omits all bu one of my many objections, and I mean 
entire],y, and any reference to what I wanted to do which is precisely what you 
say in the penultimate sentence on page one. 

I'm sorry that the strange kind of life I necessarily lead intrudes at this 
point, but I'll return promptly, I hope with all I now have in mind still there. 
I have a neighbor of my age, ehe has other and serious physical limitations, who 
saw me using my riding mower yesterday and he knows (he's a retired vet) I shouldn't 
So he has offered to renune doing what can be done without a pushmower if I 	sit 
for him when he and hiss wife take a trip. I'll hs-e to stop and shoe him the tential 
pitfalls. (And even in spells of 10-15 minutes at a time I shouldn't realllruee 

the mower. I'u taking it up with the doctor Wednesday, but I've no help.) ' 

It is phys0PelIy impossible for me to represent myself because I cannot get 
there in time and I cannot stand at the podium. It mould also be unwise before 
Smith and as I said, I'm not looking forward to any hind of eaptyrdom. 

But before I stop, you are correct in believing that I do not want to put 
it all on Jim, even though he and Hitchcock try to do this with me. It is as with 
Shakespeare's sonnet, 	eintress' Eyes ere Nothing Bike the Syn. I continue to 
have the deepest regard for him as a person and I'm aware of hiseperhtips shortcomings 
is the wrong word. He has some psychological blocks, remains essentially the flower 
boy of the early 60s and simply cannot be an adversary in the adversary system. 

When I resume I'll be going into what hapened when he was up here. First, with the 
passing of time I may not recall all and may not fully recapture the spirit of it, 
and second, I did provide an affidavit on it, alteough my recollection of its 
details in not clear. 'le die not ask for it but I believe he filed it. ... 

You, are correct re chifting responsibility, page 2 graf 2, including with 
re and to ey reluctance. first, I'll abide by your judgement and second, have I in 
effect waived this iaa Mil/a the earlier affidavit. Possibly a third point, can I 454 
ateeee eleie privilege aim./ then myself tqo ieto what reelle transpired, what he omits? 



ParentheticallY, I've not hoard i'rou him in a ehile, I think not since I saw him 
briefly a week afro Wednesday, when I was in DC for my regular surgical checkup. 
He told me he was seeing Hitchcock but he did not tell me why. 

With regard to yourpage 2, g of 1, I agree that "he took it upon himself to 
come up with answers to the interbeea4tories..." inetead of following my wishes. 
1'41_ explain that, because even then fie did not use what he insisted upon having, 
to which I reluctantly agreed. He did have what answers I'd have made if I'd agreed 
to make them which I didn't, e position from ehich I')/6 never varied. For you to 
fully understand this, and Ipte mentioned it in affidavits, the goverment insisted 
upon excess. It did not ask for au  reason to believe there sere other relevant 
records or any documentation. It asks for for "each and every" reason and document. 
From this I could not even think of searing to what they demanded and if I provided 
less than "each andinaThvery" reason and document I would not have been in compliance 

and would have been swearing falsely. 

His representation of my position with regard to appropriateness is inconsistent 

but is closer to actuality in the sentence that begins at the bottom of the first 

page of his draft affidavit. Yet as he quotes himself free the transcript, last graf, 
his page 4, he says that my position in this, case is that discovery is not warranted 

in any FOIA case. It is true that as a layman, from my reading of the Act I do not 

believe that in placing the burden of proof on the government the Congress envisioned 

discovery against an FUIe regaeeter,I an not a la.,yer, am not familiar with the rules 

and precedents, and ny position is and was that ie the case, for the reasons I gave 

him and believe I repeated in the affidavit, discovery is inappropriate. 

He says, page 2, bottom of 5., that I said that I had "already provided all or 
almost all the necessary data..." by recollection is that in all instances I said and 
he wrote on his pad that I 11,-,a provided all the information and documentation of 
which I was aware. There is, I think, a difference, and in this regard I do hope that 
you can find an appropriate way to refer to what in otated in my affidavit, that 
my copies fill not less than two file drawe s. a provided four full file drawers, 
one overstuffed entire file cabinet of JDK assassination investigation material and 

"without doubt morn than half  is pertinent but I had to estimate because of their 
"previously processed"dodge. I think that this can also help him, but I'm sure it 
can help me to indicate the considerable extent of what I had already provided, 
acknowledgement of which by LaHaie himself I once called to your attention. and 
the same volume on the King assassination investigation. I have both in separate 
filei cabinets separated from the other files4hen one coesiders my health, age and 
financial eircumstences, I think this represents a simply enormous and for se costly 
effort to be genuinely helpful to the defendant.) 

So, my position was and is a) that under the circumstances in this case any 

such discovery was inappropriate; b) that to the degree possible I had already 
provided all the material of which I had any knouledge; c) that the discovery 
demanded was excessive, unnecessary and intended as harassment when I had already 
provided all I had and it had been ignored ( this meaning not only the appeals but 
the affidavits, which almost entirely remain ignored);e) that it was beyond my 

physical capabilities, which I later explained in affidavits when he did nothing 
substantial if anything on this point; e) and on this I believe I said it but I'm 

now not 10e0t,  sure, it was physically and financially impossible for me to rexerox 

two file drawers of material which I could not in any even carry up from my basement 
to copy (end I'm sure that in the affidavits I gave details on this). I'm sure I wanted 

him to argue that the discovery wee not necessaary, I'm pretty sure I wanted him to 

argue that when the enormous amount of information 1 hed provided was ignored I had 
no reason to believe that refiling it would reeult in anything else and that it was 

not my responsibility to reorganize their files after I had provided the material. 



Perhaps there were other points and if I think of any I'll add them. 

We had discussed this by phone and he knew my position and his purpose, as I 
am sure I attested in his defense, was to talk me into solute kind of pro forma 
compliance. As I indicate above, I both opposed and fe.041  the potential consequences 
of thid. However, without agreeing that I would sign it and saying that unless I  
changed my mind I wouldn't, I agreed for him to make notes of what I'd have said in 
his pro forma approach as he read each to me. Perhaps you and Hitchcock might want to 
look at them. I've never seen them. He sat at my left, in thy: chair my wife usually 
uses, and he wrote on his yellow pad. Hem may have abbreviated and omitted and may 
even have misunderstood, but I am pretty sure you'll see that I maintained that I had 
already done voluntarily all I could do under compulsion and that at my age, in my 
health and under my financial limitations I just could not do any more. I'm pretty 
sure that I also said that doing other than =tom rexeroxing what I had already 
provided and they had to comply with their actual demands could easily take the 
rest of the time I have on this earth. I have no index, I keep the records ( as they 
have known all along) precisely as I receive them, and even if I had a perfect 
recall, which 1  do not, It would be an interminablewo)op to retxl.rexe 	xerox 
"each and every" document* in what was disclosed"6r;,rleel alreddyi .EinXow long would 
it have taken to reread and then search for what I' alireferred to that might not have 
been attached? He knew and ray affidavits state that I can stand only briffly, so 
I cannot stand at a file cabinet and search tleagh thousands of pages of =indexed 
FJ3I records that are not even in actual chronological order. He knew, I reminded/ him 
and my affidavits also state that for _veers I've harl no help and that I can carry 
only a smell volume of records up the stairs to my office because I must have at 
least one hand on the handrail (eometines botit on both rails) and that some days I 
cannot safely use the stairs at all. Most drys I can safely risk only a couple of 
trips, and he knew all of this and I wanted him to argue it. 

I was outraged, I did regard the whole thing as indecent and I did ask him to 
appeal immediately, which is the course you refer to at the bottom of your first 
page. He didn't end we argued about this over a period of time at least by phone, 
perhaps in my letters which are toe yelled nous to search now, and I finally asked him 
pointedly, later, and he did. I recall quite clearly that an I had once before when he 
said that Smith might not permit thq appeal I wanted to make on the issues stated 
above that I said then mandamus him. (He has little faith in mandamus, from when I 
wanted him to mandamus Green in the King case, despite my citation of Brown v. 
Schoolz  Boart} and my belief that a failed mandamus might in the and be a success. 
It was some tiee before I could get him to ask Smith to permit the appeal. 

no, it is not only what he pretends, that I (.1aestionocl the appropriateness of 
discovery under POIA, and he knows that very well, and it in not even his version, 
to the best of my recollection, that I admitted having material I had not provided 
albeit had provided most, and for your information, not for any use against him, I 
am pretty confiders about how I felt. first, there were all the other things I'd wanted 
to do for which he4ed not found time, what clearly would have been very important 
and would have obviated the situation in which I then whs, and here he was thiettrig 
finding time to try to talk me into what opposed and saw as potentially dangerous 
to me. He did not explore mytalterne.tives, if any, and was, in effect, acting as 
FIJI counsel. He knew all I :Kite above and hadn't even argued it. He had copies of 
ray appeals and affidavits and correspondence with Shea and he didn't have to examine 
my file to be aware of the enormity of material I'd provided. He knew my medical, 
physical and financial limitations. Yet all he could think of was my making some kind 
of pro forma response, which I regarded as both wrong and dangerous, and idettemx 
that was hi:; reu-poee in maidele those motels, to be able to draft it, icand 
knowing that I di Je't runt to and opposed it. The one thing I recall from the other 
side in that he alaitted that burdensoneness is a proper basis for op,Josing discovery. 



frankly, I an troubled that he could being himeelf to draft an affidavit omitting 
so. much that I believe is relevant. While I am not sure,1 believe I told him that it 
was past time for him to be able to stand on hii feet and find voice over the outrage 
perpetrated, that he ought really sound off on the abusiveness of what they were up 
to in terms of what they knew about my health and 16mitations and what they were 
demanding and the lack of 	

_ 
need for it. I'm not absolutely certain but believe that 

I also wanted him to argue that they had not yet attested to the required searches; 
that in fact Bailee never made any except a couple much after claiming compliance and 
then because Shea asked for a couple of searches; that the New Orleans search slips 
&ducat. were not search slips in response to my requests but that they nonetheless 
aclemowledged the existence of pertinent records that were withheld; and that until 
they provided competent attestations to search any diCscovery was at the least pre-
mature. I'm sure I reminded him that 2hillipe had sworn that instead of making a 
Dellae search, as required, Cresson has at FBIN arbitrarily decided to Unlit me to 
the companion aloe of those disclosed in the PeIBQ general disclosures of 1977 and 
1978. I was, as I think you know I can be, pretty pointed and pretty.  angri3  I was 
angry and outreged at the gevernmentle dirty tricks and I was perlOanery7 know 
disappointed and frustrated that ray own lawyer was speeding all his time trying to 
talk me into what I opeozed and none of it tellin: me how to accomplish what I wanted 
and apparently determined not to do any-thin L.  about what y  thought could and should 
be done in what amounts to my defense, to preeont 	eoeition. In fact, if I recall 
correctly, at the tie° lrL LAlicated to the t:on.rt that I'd provide the demanded 
discovery he was well aware that 1  had no such intent and 	pretty sure I'd told him 
that, hence his trip up. 

But I'd etill like to avoid doing to hie what he and Hitchcock try to do to me. 
And I think the way to do it is to ignore hie representation and simply give my own, 
which I'm pretty confident is already fairly well stated in the earlier affidavits. 
I can't avoid defending myself but I do not want to target him. 

In his 6., he reielre to my "considerable reluctance to proceed," but if this 
is ideited, as ha does not limit it, to the discovery, actually I refused, which is 
not the same as being reluctant, and ire the other sensed  of proceeding, I  was not at 
all reluctant, as indicated above, but wanted to take the initiative with both an 
appeal and a demmul for a trial on the facts. (Which as I understand the Constitution 
is still mine as a matter of right.) 

I do not know what he means by "substantive replies' hen I'd have had to search 
to provide records and could not and when all I did was tell him in each case that 
I had already provided all of ,.hich - knew, which he could have said without me having 
toxin forrq, risk getting myself in trouble by swearing to what I could not swear to. 

But he  1 ear hde h- left that I did not intend to do what he 
asked and all I'd ea 	rued to is tl  o r n Le more. I do not agree to the formulation 
ofthe last3entence in graf ik G. And he had no basis for indicating in any way that, 
as he quotes himself in graf 7, tikat I was going to make "the response to the defendant's 
discovery." He should have said, if he 'wanted to proceed as he did, that I was at the-
least reluctant and he needed more time to try to convince me. Buti there never was 
any doubt that I was opposed to even pro Torun coop41nce and dicta t intend it as of 
the time he left here. And never later in any way indicated..otherwise.(He indicates in 
8. that I'd said I woull tlyink it over.) lie reef ere to the st3tefac decision I'd made 
but alas he never really presented it to the court and to a degree I thereafter 
undertook to in an al'fidevit. 

In graf 11 it ee.: mot by any means merely my refusal to give answers consistent
with my position, ,.hich is never really stated. I also had to provide the documentation 
to which he n..ver re2eee, and I  siege/ couldn't. Ile then switches to "Fully" to 
refer to "the discovery eequeste," 	_there was never any question on this score. All 
he asked me to do is What did witl e.!gard to each questioe when he read them and 
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after I'd made clear, as he knew in 
impossibility. Less than "fully"-he 
argue, as I do not want to, that he 
is in the appeals and affidavits of 
did not file. 

any event, that "full" compliance was a complete 
already had my responses on his pad. I could 
also had the "substantive knowledge" because it 
which he had copies, including of affidavits he 

In 12 he refers to a call from LaRnie. There was another call that is in the 
case record, in which, by pretext, lefleie  really called to tell him he'd ask that I 
be charged with contempt. While there may not have been any reason to include that 
in this affidavit, what I said is relevant to qy position on the discovery and trial 
on the issues. I told him to tell LaHaie that I dared him, and I told Jim he would 
not dare because he didn't dare risk trial. 

He says only that he felt helpless because of my position in 13, but I do not 
think he was helpless. He could have gone up on appeal promptly, an I'd asked, and 
he never did until later, when I insisted, ask Smith to make that ppesible. Be 
could have argued all that I'd said in opposition, and proved it. I rec4ll even suggesting 
that we arrange to wheel two full file drawers oil' the entire file cabinet into the 
courtroom. He did not have to leave it up to me to try to use the backdoor in my 
affidavit(s), he could have made out a real case of excessivenss, harassment, lack 
of need and impossibility. Ho did not by any means have no alternative but "to file 
nothing" then. And I believe that as a matter of law my position was correct. And 
my position for the court as distinguished froe my laymen's interpretation of the 
Act was not the "aboolute position that discovery is not warranted on the search 
issue in an FOIA case," oven when qualifies/with what he next says in 13, page 6. I 
think that if he didn't at tha status call he should have argued strongly all the 
points I'd made to him and pr er/ed proof. It is true that I always maintained 
that they'd not shown need. 

..,eeeLeTeevit 41. 12.-- 
going 	Ins 	it is true that I could not go to see him, it is 

not true that my health was the only reason if it wan any reason because he knew 
my position in advance. His real reason woe to try to talk me into the pro forma 
compliance I refer to above and feared. I do not rodbll that what he concludes 4 
with was relevant, that I was to providb as much detail as was feasible about the 
inadequacy of the F3I's search for the requested categories of records." The sole 
question was of my compliance with their demands, as set forth in their discovery 
motions. I'll be surprised if on receipt of then I did not give him something in 
writing, including affidavits, probably. 

It is now apparent to me that, ac you say, page,: 2, graf 2, he is trying to 
shift all the responsibility on me, and that presents me with problems and perhaps 
limits my alternatives to what I'd prefer not to do, defend myself against him and 
Hitchcock as well̀ ] 	̀as the eovernment. Can you think of any alternative? I will 
not accept his responsibilities for him and it would not be in his interest if I were 
willing to. At the same tine, I do not want to dump on him no matter how justified it 
is, and I think it is now more justified than you observed in what you've seen of the 
record. Maybe he and Hitchcock B,Cti no alternative, in which event he should have spoken 
to me, and maybe Hitchcock talked him into it, which would not be material anyway. 

As best a nonlawyer can be, I am certain that this situation is of his creation 
and that it would not eeint, even after the discovery eemande were filed, if he'd 
done as I wanted and asked. 

Dismissal of thee case never bothered me. I wanted that and offered it subject 
to the rights of others to see what wa not searched for me, so that, as a sancti% 
gave me no trouble unless it was precci tal, in which event I'd have been concerned 

111  again about the riehte of oehers and o1 sanctions on people like you, a later develop-
ment. 



Yiu correctly understand how I feel and aerhaps this helps you further, but do 
you see any alternative or do you see hod I can adequately defend myself while mini-
mizing what 1 any about him? 

My concern with his affidavit is not that it violates privilege but that it is 
not faithful. His problem I guess, is that he cannot be and avoid sanctions and thus, 
eithout aakina me, did 	t line. 

I guess the short answer is that I'll do what you suggest after you think it 
over. I have no reluctance if you want to discuss this with Hitchcock, by which I 
mean what I've written. Use your own judgement. But if Jim could be ready to sign 
this I think it better not to include him. Privately, he way anticipate some problems 
with his wife over this, which may account for it in part. 

'foamy reaction is not to reiterate, as you think on page 2 of your letter, and 
I do understand that after remand the issues are as you state them. However, I do 
not believe that they are set in concrete mid I do believe that it is possible to 

k/'  
argue new evidence, as I've indicated, ana - does get to what I think is always 
relevant, despite the courts' ducking of i , -7 deliberate lying as a secondary. The 
new evidence does prove what I stated and is germane that they had and knew they 
had relevant records and were withholding them so u) they needed no discovery from 
me to locate them and b) no discovery fro!! me would enable them to prove they had 
complied. I think this approach is more necessary for others than for me, but I di 
think it can be very helpful to me. It will not roauire many illustrations and they 
are, except for the new proof they've disclosed to "ark alien, in the case record. 
(This backdoor is what I had in mind in anteing you if you knew anyone in Jaltimere 
who would file a small suit for a couple of these to dramatize what they are up to. 
For your information, many months ago I asked Jim about this, asking him if he could 
do it by my birthday, April 8, and that if he would and could be certain he would 
and could I'd write Huff so informing him. he hasn't yet, which is not atypical.) 
Do you really need more than the Dallas police broadcast recordtigs and the critics, 
the finding of the former confirmed to me in writing months ago (after Phillips' 
lying if not perjury) and the latter coefimod in 11.1 t,ckle , vfr"ch are a strong 
t: dad point. la, f164444(441(4144140;/1441411.4 4/14144M 

Among the ancillary adv47Ltages of this, particularly for me and what these 
terrible people have been able to get away with in wrecking my rTutetion, is having 
a nice, eaccintt statement of it for any fgrther appeal as well as (remotely possible) 
for the future and Congress. And, perhaps, the media. We do now have new evidence that 
their representation of the need for discovery, which the courts beloved, was to their 
knowledge not true and that is whet I seoa'e at the time. Thin is not to reargue what 
the appeals court has ruled. on but to argue new evidence that is  relevant to all they 
alleged to all courts on their need for and purposes in discovery, the basis for the 
sanctions. I think also that the mere filing of it may give them pause and that 
rather than face itp, crazy and powermadit and vengeance-driven as they are, they may 
have second thoughts. It is akin to what the situation Gesell found himself in when 
he had to lambaste Axelrad and rocused himself in that case. axelrad deceived and mis-
led him. I hope you can see it this way because I think it has groat potential, 
particularly in overturning wrongful and evil and dangerous precedents - for others 
to suffer, iecluding lawyers. and be very helpful to POIA in ameral.MaldmeAda. 

I really do not have the option of being my own counsel, and for several reasons. 
One is the physical problem of getting there, which under some circumstances lia not 
insurmountable. Like the time oli: the status call and a perlcing space at the court-
house. 1 could take a cab or maybe get a friend who ion t unrking. But then I'd 
not be able to conform with court procedures. I do not even have a suit that fits me 
and with the life I 4.31, I've no need for one, although I could get one. But I cant 
stand at the podium and there is no mike at the tables if he were to waive that. What 
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may be more important is that this is precedent and I cannot in good conscience risk 
harm to others, wbich would be inevitable if I goofed, and on the law and precedent 
this is certain because I'm ignorant of both. I also agree with you in what you say 
Smith would do. I'm slue that besides being a disgrace to the judiciary he by now 
hates me very much. (Which leads me to a side issue in the event you are able to 
pick up anything on it: I'm certain they have flashed some of the FBI'd fabrications 
about me to these judges, as pretty clearly they did in klenThis and to that State 
AG, whose conduct aaanot be explained in any other way. Still an aside, and private 
on Jim, going after the records on me has been my first priority since the het was 
amended and he's not yet done a thing, despite frequent promises. Ibis may help you 
understand him more. He also never went farther on the fee waiver withdrawl although 

Vole p p 	petify it, vhi9kbio th Jim and Shea got in writing;and when Jim j 
Shea de yed and delayed for him to and despite the complete falsity of what Bill 

 to  
did nothing aboS I even attcasgS an affidavit in the King case, after which they 
backed off on charges in it for xeroxing.) 

So, while Iqi aware that this is my right and that it is proper for you to 
call it to my attention, for which also thanks, it isn't practical. This is not 
comparable with the situation before the appeals court! I've not considered it. 
Do you not recall my asking you what my rights would be after Smith, particularly in 
Maryland, and can I demand a trial, etc? (When you can, I'd still like to know 
those answers.) 

nay I respectfully disagree with your compliment, that my "greater experience 
has given" me "more wifiom." It is not wisdom b.ceuse widdom is not the only fruit 
of experience. 

There is much that we learn from experience Cind mistakes)and often it is not 
possible to convey this to others, an I've learned. 

.Jimw and Hitchcock have put me in a difficult position and frankly, I am not 
at alli certain of what my position and courseJlould be, one of the reasons I've 
undertaken to inform you fully. I'll probably do as you recommend. Moreover, this 
has become personal and that usually requires impersonal advice. I have a conflict 
not lost on me, between may own intrst and may lilting of Jim, which is based on what 
he is rather than what he isn't an isn't diminished by what he is trying, although 
that is a disappointment. In this connection, I'm glad that you've seen what you've 
seen without my stating it. All I can recall telling you is that he ought not handle 	,a-=' '7? 
any deposition and if you wanted to know why I'd tell you in confidence. He is what 
he is and he isn't what he isn't and he is a good pernon. Despite the present. 

May I in cluing sugges' to you that there is some flexibility in most situations 
if one looks for aom and isnit completely rigid. I illustrate with experience, not 
wisdom. Well, says he laughing al4t, maybe a little cunning. When the FBI's release 
of its JFK HLL records in 12/77\We2Pla monster media event, all the FBI's way, and it 
had another batch to disclose while ignoring all my many JFK requests, and when I was 
then additionally stonewalled, I did persuade Jim to file for aw complete fee waiver 
and a TRO. He was aghast, Gesell, the strict one, would never give a PRO. I told him 
I didn't expect 1'esell to but that it would help, including in the fee waiver. He was 
reluctant titt he agreed, and for once he tried to put them on the defensive. They ea 
then had a six—lawyer "et Weisberg" crew in Civil. All six plus as and other DJ 
lawyers were in the courtroom. Frankly, I'll be surprised if Gesell did not see clearly 
what I was up to. Intrkyteve:tatl:e was able to carry water on both shoulders: he denied 

,na i ,I.A.IAI the TRO but ordered the ee 	r as rapidly as possible, and two days later I had  
14 cartons of records,  and he gave them hell at the s me time. My point is, if I may 
appear to be avuncular with a 40 year old who is also a lawyer, as long as there is 
nothing absolutely wrong with a move it ought not be ignored entirely. (I'm arguing 
"new evidence" and not trying to blind—side you.) I made out a case for the TRO, and 
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L  asking for it was not wrong and it helped Gesell reach the decision I wanted. much 
more, it greatly influenced Shea, and he not only gave me a complete fee waiver on 
everything, he ordered what the FBI agreed to and then ignored, that all JFK and King 
records disclosed to anyone be sent to me without charge. 

I am thinking of a number of things this way in asking that you consider arguing 
and documenting "new evidencefil-and hew embarrassing the documentation can be to them 
now. It can have an impact on Smith, who may, as yodindicated, be somewhat embarrassed 
by the position in which he is and give him a way around it. DJ and the appeals court 
also can be embarrassed. How can they hold that the government does not need con-
temporaneous time records to get costs and plaintiff's do? Moreover, the content of 
this new dUidence, coming from a lawyer and not a peraon they dislike, can be of 
some impact on appeal. They are not preprejudiced against you as they are me. 

I can give you other illustrations, from FOIL litigation, which is experience, 
and from other and sometimes difficult and painful experiences. I do not think that 
arguing new evidence is out of bounds or entails much work and I do believe that it 
can have impact, perhaps succeed, and that it also shifts the burden back to where 
it belongs and may also be helpful to Jim. 

I do wish that Hitchcock had argued the Catch-22 involving Stanton, and I do 
not presume that you can presume to Live him legal advice. But if it is not absolutelyt, 
100A impossible now he ought argue that. And not only for '/in. For himself, for you 
and for other lawyers in the future. IS he has not een it, perhaps you can give him 
a copy of the copy I gave you? 

In summary,tit is probable that I'll do uhatever you suggest. I'm trying to 
inform you as fully as I can and hope that it enables you to make a better judge-
ment y 

From the interruptions it is now not likely that I'll be able to mail this 
tonight but it will go out tomorrow. 

Ueanwhile, and this la' separate from your law training and experience, please 
try to keep in mind what I've come to call intellectual judo, that your SwwwWima 
opponent's greatest strength often can be used against him. 

Thanks d best wishes, 

P.S. Whether or not I can make the outgoina. mail, of which Prejerick has but one 
a day, I have a medical appointment Wednesday afternoon and probably won't be home 
until after 3:30. As usual, walking therapy first thing is the morning and until 
about #10:30 for me to be home. 
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May 16, 1985 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Harold: 

Yesterday I received your letter of May 13 and 
also from Con Hitchcock a draft affidavit by Jim (copy 
enclosed). 

Let me address the affidavit first. Con tells me 
that Jim wants you to review it and suggest changes if 
you think it contains any inaccuracies. I have a somewhat 
stronger view of Jim's responsibility to you before he 
files this affidavit. As I have written to Con (copy 
enclosed), some of the statements seem to me to disclose 
privileged attorney-client communications. Accordingly, 
I do not think Jim can properly file this affidavit 
unless you affirmatively consent to the disclosure of 
those communications. Please let me know how you feel 
about this. 

Jim's affidavit also raises a possible defense 
for you against an award of attorneys fees, which I should 
call to your attention. It is clear from paragraph 
5 of the affidavit that in the meeting at your house, 
your position was that you did not want to respond to the 
government's discovery. If Jim has simply and respectfully 
conveyed that position to Judge Smith, with an acknowledgement 
that the case would be dismissed so you could challenge 
the discovery order on appeal, then there would have been 
no need for the subsequent motions which antagonized 
Smith and for which he assessed fees. Bear in mind that 
at the point you and Jim met, Smith had denied the government's 
requests for fees. 
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Paragraphs 6 and 7 indicate that instead of following 
your wishes, Jim took it upon himself to come up with 
answers to the interrogatories and made a representation 
to the court that he needed additional time to complete 
answers. It was his failure to deliver on this representation 
which particularly antagonized Smith. On the basis of 
Jim's own statements, I could make an argument that the 
portion of the litigation for which fees have been assessed 
was his responsibility rather than yours. This argument 
might shield you from any liability for fees. 

I know you are reluctant to shift responsibility 
to Jim. On the other hand, he's trying to shift all 
responsibility to you, and, from my examination of the 
record, I think he bears a lot of responsibility for the 
way this litigation deteriorated. Whether you want me to 
make the foregoing argument is up to you. Please let me 
know. 

I suppose that one reaction you will have to the 
foregoing question is to reiterate the points made in 
your letter of May 13 (and your other communications) 
that the government is at fault here rather than either 
Jim or you. I agree with you on that, but the courts 
haven't. The questions on the present remand are, as the 
court of appeals wrote: 

(1) Whether the documentation submitted 
and to be submitted by the government to support 
its request for attorneys fees satisfies our test 
in Concerned Veterans, and 

(2) The proper division of responsibility 
between lawyer and client for the conduct which 
let to the award of expenses, with findings by 
the District Court which apportion their liability. 

In my view, as far as the further litigation of 
this case is concerned, all of the government's misconduct 
is irrelevant because the court of appeals ruled that it 
wasn't misconduct. That was a bad decision, but we are 
stuck with it. The only issues remaining are the two 
identified by the court of appeals. 
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I know that you may disagree deeply with my analysis 
of what is relevant at this point, but I have maintained 
all along that in representing you on remand I would 
limit myself to the issues identified by the court of 
appeals and would not attempt to relitigate issues that 
have been settled. 

This leads me to another option which I think I 
should raise for your consideration. If you think that I 
am taking too narrow an approach to the remaining issues, 
you can discharge me and represent yourself. Smith has 
rescheduled the hearing for 10:30 a.m. on June 11, and 
you could appear on your own behalf to raise all the 
matters you wish to raise. 

I do not recommend this approach because I do not 
think Smith will let you get very far with it, and I 
think I can do a good job of trying to avoid or limit 
your liability for fees within the framework that I believe 
Smith and the court of appeals will allow. I do not want 
to withdraw from this case because I think there has been 
injustice and I am willing to try to limit or contain it. 
However, I do not think that I can do all the things you 
would like to have me do, and for that reason I am obliged 
to raise the option of your discharging me and representing 
yourself, even though I do not advise it. 

If you do decide to discharge me, please be assured 
that there will be no hard feelings. I deeply respect 
your courage and tenacity, and I certainly take into 
account that your greater experience has given you more 
wisdom than I have. But in the end I have to follow my 
own judgment and conscience about what is possible within 
the confines of,a lawsuit, or, more precisely, the confines 
of the remand in this case. If you decide that you want 
to do things differently and on your own, I certainly 
will respect that decision. 

Please let me know how you want to proceed. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely, 

Mark H. Lynch 

ML/skh 
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Cornish F. Hitchcock, Esquire 
Public Citizen Litigation Group 
Suite 700 
2000 P Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Dear Con: 

Thanks for the copy of Lesar's darft affidavit. 
I have forwarded it to Weisberg today. 

In my view, the affidavit reveals privileged attorney- 
client communications, and I think it would be improper 
for Lesar to file it without Weisberg's consent. Accordingly, 
I have asked him to review it not merely for factual 
accuracy but also for the purpose of giving his consent 
to its filing. I'll let you know as soon as I hear from 
him. 

Sincerely, 

Mark H. Lynch 

ML/skh 


